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This engaging, succinct text is an introduction to both
phonetics and phonology as applied to the teaching of
pronunciation to English language learners. Section 1
selectively covers the main areas of phonetics and
phonology, without going into any area in more depth
than the average English language teacher requires or
that the average English language teacher trainee can
handle. Section 2 focuses on practical issues related to
learners and how they learn languages, and what
represents good practice in terms of classroom activities
for pronunciation—including aspects such as targets,
motivation and priorities. The chapters end with activities
to help the reader understand concepts. Section 3
provides innovative sample activities which put into
practice the theoretical points covered in the first two
sections, answers to the various exercises,
recommended further reading (both print and non-print),
a glossary of technical phonetic terms, and a
bibliography of works on pronunciation teaching. The text
is accompanied by a Companion Website with audio
recordings of model pronunciations and audio material
relating to the activities.
The second edition of this successful introductory guide
has been thoroughly updated and expanded to take into
account latest developments and current teaching. It
features three new chapters on phonological weight
(Chapter 10) and Optimality Theory (Chapters 11 and
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12), as well as new exercises and suggestions for further
readings.
The second edition of this distinguished textbook
introduces undergraduates to the concepts, terminology
and representations needed for an understanding of how
English is pronounced around the world. Assuming no
prior knowledge, this textbook guides the reader through
the vocal tract and explains how the sounds of speech
are made, offering an accessible and expanded
introduction to areas including transcription, vowels and
acoustic analysis. As far as possible, it uses naturally-
occurring conversational speech so that readers are
familiar with the details of everyday talk (and not just the
careful pronunciations presented in dictionaries.) The
book also includes a new concluding chapter that works
through a piece of spoken data to show the reader how a
more complete phonetic analysis can be conducted.
Examples are taken from around the English-speaking
world, including North America, Australia, New Zealand
and varieties of British English. The book takes an open-
minded approach to what sounds of English might be
significant for making meaning, and highlights the
significance of word meaning, morphology,
sociolinguistics and conversational interaction in
phonetic analysis.
Analyzing Sound Patterns is a clear and concise
introduction to phonological phenomena, covering a wide
range of issues from segmental to suprasegmental
problems and prosodic morphology. Assuming no prior
knowledge of problem solving, this textbook shows
students how to analyze phonological problems with a
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focus on practical tools, methodology and step-by-step
instructions. It is aimed at undergraduate and beginning
graduate students and places an instructional focus on
developing students' analytical abilities. It includes
extensive exercises of various types which engage
students in reading and evaluating competing analyses,
and involves students in a variety of analytical tasks.
This textbook: • is designed around related phonological
problems and demonstrates how they are analyzed step
by step • presents and compares competing accounts of
identical problems, and discusses and evaluates the
arguments that distinguish one analysis from another •
details how a broad array of sound patterns are identified
and analyzed.
Introduces the key concepts of linguistics and applies
these concepts to real-world settings. Numerous learning
features provide extensive student support.
This comprehensive textbook provides a practical
introduction to English phonetics and phonology.
Assuming no prior background, the author outlines all of
the core concepts and methods of phonetics and
phonology and presents the basic facts in a clear and
straightforward manner. In sections marked as advanced
reading it is shown how these concepts and methods are
applied in language acquisition and language teaching.
The textbook contains exercises, an index, suggestions
for further reading and many audio examples on the
accompanying CD-ROM. An essential text for students
embarking on the study of English sounds at B.A. level
and beyond.
An introduction to generative phonology using tools of
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basic set theory, logic, and combinatorics. This textbook
introduces phonological theory as a branch of cognitive
science for students with minimal background in
linguistics. The authors use basic math and logic,
including set theory, some rules of inference, and basic
combinatorics, to explain phonology, and use phonology
to teach the math and logic. The text is unique in its
focus on logical analysis, its use of toy data, and its
provision of some interpretation rules for its phonological
rule syntax. The book's eight parts cover preliminary and
background material; the motivation for phonological
rules; the development of a formal model for
phonological rules; the basic logic of neutralization rules;
the traditional notions of allophony and complementary
distribution; the logic of rule interaction, presented in
terms of function composition; a survey of such issues as
length, tone, syllabification, and metathesis; and features
and feature logic, with a justification of decomposing
segments into features and treating segments as sets of
(valued) features. End-of-chapter exercises help
students apply the concepts presented. Much of the
discussion and many of the exercises rely on toy data,
but more “real” data is included toward the end of the
book. Exercises available online can be used as
homework or in-class quizzes.
This practical and accessibly written textbook provides a
thoughtfully ordered introduction to a wide range of
phonological phenomena. It contains many exercises
combining classic datasets with newly compiled
problems. These help the student learn to discover
sound patterns nested in complex linguistic data,
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beginning with concrete introductory examples and
stepping through a series of progressively more complex
phonological phenomena. It covers alternation, vowel
harmony, phonemic analysis, natural classes and
distinctive features, abstractness and opacity, syllable
structure, tone, stress, prosodic morphology, feature
geometry, and optimality theory. It is essential reading
for students of linguistics around the world.
Understanding Phonology, Fourth Edition provides a clear,
accessible and broad introduction to Phonology. Introducing
basic concepts, it provides a comprehensive account of
phonological issues such as segmental contrasts; syllables
and moras; quantity, tone, intonation and stress; feature
geometry; and prosodic constituent structure. This new
edition has been reorganized and revised with key features
including: A brand new eResource at
www.routledge.com/9781138961425, which contains a full
answer key for all exercises, and audio recordings of
illustrative examples; Illustrations in languages from all six
continents and all major language families, including Arabic,
Mandarin, Finnish, Zulu and Hawaiian; Over 140 exercises to
test understanding, including new exercises involving larger
data sets; Revised coverage of tone, stress and opacity in
OT. Understanding Phonology is essential reading for
students coming to this topic for the first time.
A clear and up-to-date introduction to linguistics. This best-
selling textbook addresses the full scope of language, from
the traditional subjects of structural linguistics (relating to
sound, form, meaning and language change) to the more
specialised subjects of contextual linguistics (including
discourse, dialect variation, language and culture, and the
politics of language). There are also separate chapters on
language and the brain, computational linguistics, writing, and
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first and second language learning. Extensively classroom-
tested, this second edition has been revised to further support
student learning, with numerous new examples, exercises
and textboxes to model and contextualise key concepts.
Updated throughout to incorporate contemporary issues and
events, it includes worked examples of phonological analyses
and multiple examples of a variety of World Englishes. A rich
collection of online resources completes the learning
package.
This textbook introduces the main units and concepts you
require to describe speech sounds accurately. By working
through the book and the various exercises included, you will
come to understand the need for a dedicated system of
description and transcription for speech sounds, and for a
degree of phonological abstraction to support our
understanding of the behaviour of sounds in particular
languages and varieties. You will learn to carry out
elementary, broad phonetic transcription, and be able to
establish contrastive vowel and consonant systems for your
own varieties and to express simple generalisations reflecting
the productive and predictable patterns of English sounds. At
the end of the book there is a section guiding you through
some of the exercises and there is also a detailed glossary
which will be useful for assignments or revision during exams.
This thoughtfully ordered introduction to a wide range of
phonological phenomena is accessibly written to assist
student understanding.
Phonetics is the scientific study of sounds used in language-
how the sounds are produced, how they are transferred from
the speaker to the hearer and how they are heard and
perceived. The Sounds of Language provides an accessible,
general introduction to phonetics with a special emphasis on
English. Focusing on the phonetics of English, the first
section allows students to get an overall view of the subject.
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Two standard accents of English are presented- RP
(Received Pronunciation), the standard accent of England,
and GA (General American), the standard accent throughout
much of North America. The discussion is arranged so that
students can read only the RP or GA portions, if desired.
Sixteen additional accents of English spoken around the
world are also covered to provide students with wider
international coverage. The author then moves on to
introduce acoustics phonetics in an accessible manner for
those without a science background. The last section of the
book provides a detailed discussion of all aspects of speech
with extensive examples from languages around the world.
Containing student-friendly features such as extensive
exercises for practising the sounds covered in each chapter;
a glossary of technical terms; instructions on how to write
phonetic symbols; the latest International Phonetic Alphabet
chart and a detailed list of English consonantal variants, The
Sounds of Language provides an excellent introduction to
phonetics to students of linguistics and speech pathology and
students of English as a second language.
This is a fully integrated course book aimed at university
students of English in the German-speaking region. It
presents a staged and clearly developed introduction to the
theory of pronunciation combined with a wealth of
transcription exercises and an accompanying CD. The book
requires no prior knowledge of linguistics. From the outset, it
explains key concepts in easy-to-understand language,
highlights key terms in the text for easy review, and gives
translations of many of the terms into German. Additionally, a
glossary provides students with a handy quick reference. A
special feature of the book is that particular attention is given
to areas the authors have experienced as challenging for
students, such as the difference between phonetics and
phonology, inconsistencies in terminology, and different
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transcription conventions. The transcription exercises guide
students from exploratory tasks to basic transcription to the
more demanding transcription of natural dialogue, and all
exercises are supplied with annotated solutions. The book is
carefully divided into lessons and exercises which can be
managed in 12 two-hour classes, leaving enough time for
review and examination in a university term of 14 weeks or
more. Despite its clearly defined scope, the book also
prepares the students for the study of other languages or for
courses in general linguistics through its general approach
and frequent references to other languages. As an
independent and fully-integrated course, A Manual of English
Phonetics and Phonology presents the teacher with a
valuable class-ready resource, and the student with a
stimulating, attainable, and insightful introduction to the study
of linguistics in general, and phonetics and phonology in
particular.
The second edition of the popular English Phonetics
andPhonology textbook has been extensively updated and
expanded tooffer greater flexibility for teachers and increased
support fornon-native speakers studying the sound systems
of English. An ideal introduction to the study of the sound
systems ofEnglish, designed for those with no previous
knowledge of thesubject Second edition now rigorously
updated and expanded to reflectfeedback from existing
students and to increase support fornon-native speakers of
English Benefits from a useful introduction to articulatory
phonetics,along with coverage of the main aspects of the
phonologicalstructure of present-day English Features a
completely new chapter on the relationship betweenEnglish
spelling and pronunciation, extended coverage ofintonation,
and extensive revisions to sections on rhythm, wordstress,
intonation and varieties of English worldwide Will include
invaluable chapter-by-chapter exercises, linked tosound files
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available on the accompanying website at ahref="http://www.
wiley.com/go/carrphonetics"www.wiley.com/go/carrphonetics/
a (availableupon publication)
Linguistics: An Introduction to Linguistic Theory is a textbook,
written for introductory courses in linguistic theory for
undergraduate linguistics majors and first-year graduate
students, by twelve major figures in the field, each bringing
their expertise to one of the core areas of the field -
morphology, syntax, semantics, phonetics, phonology, and
language acquisition. In each section the book is concerned
with discussing the underlying principles common to all
languages, showing how these are revealed in language
acquisition and in the specific grammars of the world's
languages.
A problem-based introduction to phonetics, with over
three hundred exercises integrated into the text to
help the student discover and practice the subject
interactively. It assumes no previous knowledge of
the subject and highlights and explains new terms
and concepts when they are first introduced. Graded
review questions and exercises at the end of every
unit help the student monitor their own progress and
further practice new skills, and there is frequent
cross-referencing for the student to see how the
subject fits together and how later concepts build on
earlier ones. The book highlights the differences
between speech and writing in Unit One and covers
all the essential topics of a phonetics course.
This accessible, hands-on text not only introduces
students to the important topicsin historical
linguistics but also shows them how to apply the
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methods described and how to thinkabout the
issues; abundant examples and exercises allow
students to focus on how to do historicallinguistics.
Distinctive to this text is its integration of the
standard topics with others nowconsidered important
to the field, including syntactic change,
grammaticalization, sociolinguisticcontributions to
linguistic change, distant genetic relationships, areal
linguistics, and linguisticprehistory. Examples are
taken from a broad range of languages; those from
the more familiarEnglish, French, German, and
Spanish make the topics more accessible, while
those fromnon-Indo-European languages show the
depth and range of the concepts they illustrate.This
secondedition features expanded explanations and
examples as well as updates in light of recent work
inlinguistics, including a defense of the family tree
model, a response to recent claims on
lexicaldiffusion/frequency, and a section on why
languages diversify and spread.
An accessible introduction to the phonetic analysis of
speech corpora, this workbook-style text provides an
extensive set of exercises to help readers develop
the necessary skills to design and carry out
experiments in speech research. Offers the first step-
by-step treatment of advanced techniques in
experimental phonetics using speech corpora and
downloadable software, including the R
programming language Introduces methods of
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analyzing phonetically-labelled speech corpora, with
the goal of testing hypotheses that often arise in
experimental phonetics and laboratory phonology
Incorporates an extensive set of exercises and
answers to reinforce the techniques introduced
Accessibly written with easy-to-follow computer
commands and spectrograms of speech Companion
website at www.wiley.com/go/harrington, which
includes illustrations, video tutorials, appendices,
and downloadable speech corpora for testing
purposes. Discusses techniques in digital speech
processing and in structuring and querying
annotations from speech corpora Includes
substantial coverage of analysis, including
measuring gestural synchronization using EMA, the
acoustics of vowels, consonant overlap using EPG,
spectral analysis of fricatives and obstruents, and
the probabilistic classification of acoustic speech
data
This accessible textbook is the only introduction to
linguistics in which each chapter is written by an
expert who teaches courses on that topic, ensuring
balanced and uniformly excellent coverage of the full
range of modern linguistics. Assuming no prior
knowledge the text offers a clear introduction to the
traditional topics of structural linguistics (theories of
sound, form, meaning, and language change), and in
addition provides full coverage of contextual
linguistics, including separate chapters on discourse,
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dialect variation, language and culture, and the
politics of language. There are also up-to-date
separate chapters on language and the brain,
computational linguistics, writing, child language
acquisition, and second-language learning. The
breadth of the textbook makes it ideal for
introductory courses on language and linguistics
offered by departments of English, sociology,
anthropology, and communications, as well as by
linguistics departments.
An accessible and comprehensive breakdown of
how speech is produced, acoustically-transmitted,
analyzed, and interpreted by the human brain.
Taking an interdisciplinary approach to phonological
theory and analysis, A Critical Introduction to
Phonology introduces the key aspects of the
discipline. Departing from the mainstream tradition,
Daniel Silverman argues that the nature of linguistic
sound systems can only be understood in the
context of how they are used by speakers and
listeners. By proposing that linguistic sound systems
are the product of an interaction among sound
(acoustics), mind (cognition), and body (physiology),
Silverman focuses on the functional consequences
of their interaction. Now with each chapter
supplemented by a section on “Doing Phonology”,
together with phonological examples from a large
corpus of data, this expanded second edition offers a
provocative introduction to phonological theory. This
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book is essential reading for all students and
researchers of phonology who are already familiar
with the standard approaches and provides both a
new theoretical background and the mechanical
tools for truly successful phonological analyses.
"Assuming little or no background knowledge, and
using original examples and exercises,
Understanding Phonology provides an introduction
to the basics and presents a comprehensive survey
of phonological theory. Starting from a typological
perspective, it gives students a solid understanding
of the universal nature of phonological structure,
while at the same time conveying a feel for the wide
range of variation in the phonologies of individual
languages. Using examples from a wide range of
languages (including non-Indo-European ones), the
book addresses subjects such as distinctive
features, feature geometry, the mora, the skeletal
tier, the syllable, tone, stress, the phonological word,
prosodic phonology, and includes an introduction to
the latest theories in phonology, notably Optimality
Theory."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field
provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
This volume consists of four parts: (1) The
Cambodian Writing System, a formal description of
the relationship between the writing system and the
phonology of the language; (2) Programmed
Reading Exercises, a series of highly structured
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reading drills to train the student to read all regular
Cambodian word shapes; (3) Beginning Cambodian
Reader, fifty reading selections, graded in length and
difficulty, ranging from short, simple narratives to
essays on various aspects of Cambodian culture;
and (4) Cambodian-English Glossary, containing
some 2,000 words.
Articulatory Phonetics presents a concise and non-
technical introduction to the physiological processes
involved in producing sounds in human speech. Traces
the path of the speech production system through to the
point where simple vocal sounds are produced, covering
the nervous system, and muscles, respiration, and
phonation Introduces more complex anatomical concepts
of articulatory phonetics and particular sounds of human
speech, including brain anatomy and coarticulation
Explores the most current methodologies, measurement
tools, and theories in the field Features chapter-by-
chapter exercises and a series of original illustrations
which take the mystery out of the anatomy, physiology,
and measurement techniques relevant to speech
research Includes a companion website at
www.wiley.com/go/articulatoryphonetics with additional
exercises for each chapter and new, easy-to-understand
images of the vocal tract and of measurement tools/data
for articulatory phonetics teaching and research
Password protected instructor’s material includes an
answer key for the additional exercises
Accessible, succinct, and including numerous student-
friendly features, this introductory textbook offers an
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exceptional foundation to the field for those who are
coming to it for the first time. Provides an ideal first
course book in phonology, written by a renowned
phonologist Developed and tested in the classroom
through years of experience and use Emphasizes
analysis of phonological data, placing this in its scientific
context, and explains the relevant methodology Guides
students through the larger questions of what
phonological patterns reveal about language Includes
numerous course-friendly features, including multi-part
exercises and annotated suggestions for further reading
at the end of each chapter
Designed for students with only a basic knowledge of
linguistics, this leading textbook provides a clear and
practical introduction to phonology, the study of sound
patterns in language. It teaches in a step-by-step fashion
the logical techniques of phonological analysis and the
fundamental theories that underpin it. This thoroughly
revised and updated edition teaches students how to
analyze phonological data, how to think critically about
data, how to formulate rules and hypotheses, and how to
test them. New to this edition: • Improved examples,
over 60 exercises and 14 new problem sets from a wide
variety of languages encourage students to practise their
own analysis of phonological processes and patterns • A
new and updated reference list of phonetic symbols and
an updated transcription system, making data more
accessible to students • Additional online material
includes pedagogical suggestions and password-
protected answer keys for instructors
This is a revised and expanded edition of Cowan and
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Rakušan’s Source Book for Linguistics. In addition to
the chapters on Phonetics, Phonology, Phonological
Alternations, Morphology, Syntax, Sound Change and
Historical Reconstruction, there are two new chapters:
one on Semantics and one on Grammatical and Lexical
Change. In addition, an index of the 93 languages and
dialects represented in the book has been added, as well
as a revised bibliography. The solutions to the exercises
have also been revised and expanded. The number of
exercises has been increased from 333 to 472. New
exercises have been added to most chapters, and many
exercises have been revised to focus on new issues in
linguistics. The text has been completely reset in high-
quality letterpress, with a wide range of phonetic symbols
and diacritics. This newly revised edition will continue to
be useful as a teaching tool and a source of examples in
a variety of linguistic applications. If you’ve been
teaching upper-level undergraduate introductions to
linguistics without Cowan & Rakusan, then you’ve been
scrambling about in search of examples and exercises in
phonetics, phonology, morphology and syntax long
enough. Order the Source Book; in the long run, if it does
for you what it did for me, you’ll probably wind up just
dumping your traditional textbook order. (Lynn Eubank,
University of North Texas)
Now fully updated with the latest research and
references, the third edition of Applied English
Phonology provides a detailed,accessible introduction to
the English sound system. Discusses the fundamental
concepts of English phonology, from phonetic elements,
phonemics, and allophonic rules of English consonants
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and vowels to phonotactics, stress, and intonation
Includes new coverage of waveform analysis, bilingual
phonology, code-switching, and loan phonology Expands
discussions of L1 contrastive phonological structures and
markedness Supports students and instructors with
sound files for transcription exercises and an instructor’s
manual, available upon publication at
www.wiley.com/go/yavas3e
This theory and practice book is aimed at first-year
students of Phonetics and Phonology. It is designed for
use on twelve- or fourteen-week course on English
Phonetics and Phonology of sort taught in the first year
of many English Language and Linguistics degree.
Students on such courses can struggle with English
Phonetics and Phonology. This book attempts to show
students why we need to know about Phonetics and
Phonology, if we are interested in language and our
knowledge of it, as well as introducing the main units and
concepts we require to describe speech sounds
accurately. It is based on a book I wrote which was
published in the previous year. The book, which had the
title Fluency in English Pronunciation has now been
revised and updated. Since I feel that this book still has
some use, I have taken many great works from many
experts in (English) Phonetics and Phonology, and hope
that it will be useful to students in getting to grips with all
matters in English Phonetics and Phonology.
Provides a linguistic foundation for students of all majors
Assisted by numerous pedagogical aids, A Concise
Introduction to Linguistics, 4/e explains all concepts in a
systematic way making complex linguistic topics as easy
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to learn as possible. This introductory title covers the
core topics of linguistics, providing the information and
concepts that will allow students to understand more
detailed and advanced treatments of linguistics. This
student-friendly and well-balanced overview of the field
of introductory linguistics pays special attention to
linguistic anthropology and reveals the main
contributions of linguistics to the study of human
communication and how issues of culture are relevant.
Its workbook format contains well-constructed exercises
in every chapter that allow students to practice key
concepts.
Language is a sophisticated tool which we use to
communicate in a multitude of ways. Updated and
expanded in its second edition, this book introduces
language and linguistics - presenting language in all its
amazing complexity while systematically guiding you
through the basics. The reader will emerge with an
appreciation of the diversity of the world's languages, as
well as a deeper understanding of the structure of human
language, the ways it is used, and its broader social and
cultural context. Part I is devoted to the nuts and bolts of
language study - speech sounds, sound patterns,
sentence structure, and meaning - and includes chapters
dedicated to the functional aspects of language:
discourse, prosody, pragmatics, and language contact.
The fourteen language profiles included in Part II reveal
the world's linguistic variety while expanding on the
similarities and differences between languages. Using
knowledge gained from Part I, the reader can explore
how language functions when speakers use it in daily
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interaction. With a step-by-step approach that is
reinforced with well-chosen illustrations, case studies,
and study questions, readers will gain understanding and
analytical skills that will only enrich their ongoing study of
language and linguistics.
A complete basic course in English phonetics and
phonology which combines academic material with
practical exercises, both written and recorded. Since
the publication of the first edition in 1983, this course
has established itself as the most practical,
comprehensive text in the field and become widely
used in many parts of the world in universities and
other institutions of higher education. It is used by
both native and non-native speakers alike, and is
suitable for those training to teach English as well as
those studying the language at an advanced level.
This new edition takes into account recent
developments in the teaching of phonology. It
includes updated references, fuller coverage of
intonation, and a new chapter on different varieties
of English with illustrative recorded material. English
Phonetics and Phonology bridges the gap between
simple pronunciation handbooks and technical
phonetics and phonology textbooks. It presents the
basic factual material and crucial theoretical issues
in a practical and readable way. At the end of each
chapter there are notes giving information on further
reading, discussion of the more challenging issues,
written exercises and, where appropriate,
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suggestions for teachers. In addition the audio CDs
include recorded exercises for every chapter which
are particularly helpful for non-native speakers. A full
answer key is available at the back of the book.
Additional exercises and other supporting material
are available online.
Las características más importantes de esta obra
son:..- Ejemplificación de muchas variedades
lingüísticas, aparte del español y el catalán..-
Ejercicios variados al final de cada capítulo..-
Múltiples ejercicios de transcripción fonética..-
Comparación de los sistemas fonológicos inglés,
español y catalán..- Glosario de términos técnicos
inglés-castellano..- Apéndice en que se compara el
inglés británico con el inglés americano..- CD con
grabaciones de listas léxicas y frases completas que
ilustran la pronunciación, acentuación y entonación.
Applied English PhonologyJohn Wiley & Sons
The main goal of this book is to help students grasp
the basic principles of English Phonetics. It covers
both descriptive and practical contents which are
specifically designed for self-tuition and autonomous
learning.The book is accompanied by 38 video
classes and a battery of self-evaluation exercises
which include listening activities and phonetic
transcription practice. This book has been designed
as a companion to the book Teach Yourself English
Pronunciation by the same author.
English Pronunciation for Speakers of Spanish fills a
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gaping hole in the market for books on English
phonetics and pronunciation because it not only
combines theoretical issues and applications to
practice, but it also adopts a contrastive English-
Spanish approach to better suit the needs of
Spanish-speaking learners of English (SSLE),
enabling them to build gradually on the knowledge
gained in each chapter. The book covers the key
concepts of English phonetics and phonology in
seven chapters written in an accessible and
engaging style: 1. Phonetics and Phonology 2. The
Production and Classification of Speech Sounds 3.
Vowels and Glides 4. Consonants 5. Segment
Dynamics: Aspects of Connected Speech 6. Beyond
the Segment: Stress and Intonation 7. Predicting
Pronunciation from Spelling (and vice versa)
Features: in-text audio illustrations, as well as over a
hundred written and audio exercises with
corresponding keys and different kinds of artwork
(Tables, Figures, illustrations, spectrograms, etc.)
classic readings in the discipline in the Further
Reading section of each chapter highlights the
phonetic contrasts and specific cues that are more
important to aid comprehension in English and offers
guidelines on "correct" pronunciation habits to help
SSLE sound as close as possible to native English
The book's companion website, EPSS Multimedia
Lab, can be used on computers, smartphones and
tablets, and is useful for the self-taught student and
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the busy lecturer alike. Features of the website: a
complete sound bank defining and illustrating the
sounds of English RP as compared with those of
Peninsular Spanish written definitions and animated
diagrams, videos and original recordings (by native
speakers of English and Spanish) showing the
articulation of each sound, alongside its most
common spellings, as well as pronunciation practice
for individual words and whole sentences a
comprehensive selection of over a hundred written
and audio exercises (with their keys) for practice
both at home or in the language lab audio files
corresponding to the audio illustrations given in the
written book a repository of useful resources by
topics and a list of online glossaries and
pronunciation dictionaries
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